
Day-1 of 
EUPHORIA-2016’ 

With 10th year’s jubilations 
around, Prangan celebrated, 
day1 of its Form Morning 
‘EUPHORIA-2016’ on, 21st 
December, amidst great zest, 
vibrance and elation. The 
program commenced with the 
lighting of the ceremonial lamp 
by the honorable Principal: Dr. 
Amlan K. Saha, the 
Headmistress: Ms Manpreet 
Bhan and all the SMT members. 
Prior to the commencement of 



the function the Principal Dr. 
Amlan K. Saha and the Head of 
Prangan welcomed the parents 
and guests. In this festive 
bonanza 640 students 
performed on stage and every 
section pitched in to present 
their individual presentations. 

The little devotees of Prangan 
presented the Ganashe Vandan 
invoking the blessing of Gajraj. 
Such pure and innocent hearts 
praying to God was a perfect 
start to Euphoria 2016. To keep 
the ball rolling a mellifluous 
amalgamation of songs 
enthralled the audience when 



they heard Christmas carols and 
the song ‘Count on Me’ in 
'Rhythmic Freedom'. 'Trouvaille' 
a French word which means 
free by chance took every one 
on a journey from Mohenjo-Daro 
to the year of 2075 in a time 
machine. The past and futuristic 
vision sensitized all by 
conveying that if we don’t stop 
polluting the environment then 
human race shall perish. A 
melodious crescendo filled the 
air with music when our little 
singers gave a tribute to mother 
India by their song: Kehte Hai 
Hum Ko Pyar Se India Wale and 



a classic number: Una Paloma 
Blanca which means a white 
dove in Spanish. 

This was followed by a thrilling 
and power packed performance 
by the talented danseuses: 'A 
Flight of Fantasy' a dazzling 
dance presentation starting from 
the valleys of Uttrakhand, 
swaying to the deserts of 
Rajasthan received gleeful and 
enormous standing ovations for 
their graceful moves and 
colourful outfits. Further ahead, 
the Hindi play: ‘Birbal Ki 
Chaturai’ depicted wisdom and 
wit of Birbal. Once again the 



legendry story captured the 
hearts of everyone and echoed 
Umang hall with applauds and 
cheers. Adding more to the day 
was ‘The impulse” a fusion of 
contemporary dance and 
rejuvenating yoga which 
projected importance of health 
through dance, yoga and 
meditation. Amateurs but our 
strong dancers and flexible 
yogies created magic on stage. 
Last but not the least: the 
budding artist presented the 
English play ‘Twas night before 
Christmas' which lifted the spirit 



of the season and endorsed the 
real meaning of Christmas. 

The day ended in a beautiful 
resonance with vote of thanks 
and the grand finale with Santa 
sharing chocolates and candies, 
lasting in everybody’s minds. 
The entire programe was 
applauded by everybody 
present and will always remain 
etched in the memory of one 
and all. 
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